social crm

Sprinklr Social CRM
Are your social customer and prospects matching up to the ones in your CRM?
Can you pull one up and his associated history on the fly from your CRM in the
middle of a social conversation?
Can you get context on an existing case from a simple Twitter exchange? If you’re
not connecting social dots to your existing CRM systems, you’re not getting a
unified view of customers and conversations. That’s direct brand impact. Because
your customers surely notice.

Today 3:18pm

great, we had our service teams
answer the same customer differently
on Twitter and FB in under an hour.
now the guy's upset
Today 3:20pm

weird, they didn't realize he was the
same customer?
Today 3:24pm

of course not, different handles! how do
you guys match people up??
Today 3:29pm

we pull up their profile, cross-ref it in our
CRM, and pull up any other profiles they
might have on other channels
Today 3:30pm

what if it's a new customer?
Today 3:33pm

same deal, then we push it as a new
entry in the CRM and match up any
other social accounts to him
Today 3:34pm

wow, all in one shot? what r you guys
using for this?
Today 3:35pm

yep, couple mouse clicks. we're on
Sprinklr.com you should give em a call!
Today 3:36pm

Yeah I get it. Going there now, l8tr
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social crm
YOU ASKed, we answered
1

Can I insert a customer directly into my CRM?
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Sure, you can instantly insert a digital profile from any
social channel into your existing CRM as a contact, a
lead, or an opportunity. Before doing so, you can also
search for an existing contact from your CRM. And if a
match exists, associate the two for future reference.
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Can I identify a person on Twitter or Facebook as
an existing customer?
Yes, our unique unified profiling capability gives you a
360 view of customers by matching digital identities
with existing customer since we integrate tightly with
your CRM backend. So you can actually identify any
customer coming in from any social channel in an
instant and pull up their information right there and then.
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It’s easy to track, govern and control profile tagging across
the organization using audit trails. This will help you ensure
reporting accuracy and compliance with corporate rules,
CRM taxonomies, and privacy regulations.
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Can I check if a Twitter customer is also on
Facebook?
Yes, if someone on your team has previously manually
‘triangulated’ a public digital profile on multiple social
networks, then a unified profile view of the person will
be available to everyone. Then pulling up any of these
profiles will immediately also indicate all the others.

Can I build lists for detractors and advocates?
Absolutely. We offer profile lists to let you segment
your audience into the categories you need like
detractors, supporters, product line users, and
whatever else makes sense for your community
management targeting or tracking needs.

Can I tag people for later identification?
Yes, you can associate tags with specific profiles and
then use those for reporting or tracking purposes.

This gives you instant context when jumping into a
new or existing conversation.
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Can I store entire conversations directly into my
CRM?
Indeed. You can take an existing message from any
conversation and instantly ‘push’ it into your CRM. This
might be ideal to create or reference a support case in a
customer service scenario, for instance.

Can I see what a customer has been talking
about?
Yes, when you pull up a public social profile from
your audience, you can view all of his previous
conversations on the corresponding social channel.

How do I make sure my people are tagging correctly?
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Can teams collaborate on audience management?
Absolutely, as it’s very easy for multiple permissioned
users to post, share and review comments and notes
attached to a specific fan or customer profile.

